1. This paper gives some results of a special nature for functions which have lacunary Fourier series. Before stating these, we begin with some definitions and comments.
Let/: (0, 2ir)->i? be integrable and assume it has the Fourier series Oo ^->
(1) S(/) =-\-2_ ak cos nkx + bk sin «4X.
4=1
/ is said to have a lacunary Fourier series if there is a X> 1 such that for k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ we have «i+i>X«4. We will assume a0 = 0. Sometimes we will prefer to write S(f) in its complex form (10 S(f) = 'Z'Ckexp(inkx), -oo where £' indicates that the sum excludes the term k = 0.
Let 0^k<a<k + l and a+fi = k + l, with k an integer, be given. We define the fith integral of / by (2) F(x) = /"(*) = --f * /(/) (x -t)^dt.
r(p) *' -oo A discussion of this integral is given in [6, page 133] . There it is shown that°° Ck S(fe) = £' --: exp (inkx),
-oo (tnky and it is pointed out that the convergence of the integral is bound up with the fact that a0 = 0. From this it is clear that F has a lacunary Fourier series if / does. / is said to have an ath derivative if F has a k + 1 Peano derivative at x0, i.e., there exists a polynomial PXo(t) of degree ^k + 1 such that (3) F(x0 + t)-Px,(t) = o(\tl-H-i), t->0.
If
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/ is said to have an ath derivative in the 2> sense. If there exists a polynomial QXait) of degree gft such that RXoit)=fixo+t) -QXoit) = Oi\t\a) as 2->0 then/ is said to satisfy the condition Aa and if i-f " | RXoit) |**| ' = 0(P"), P-*0 (1 g />< co), / is said to satisfy the condition A£. f is said to satisfy the condition Nl if for some p>0
|/|1+"°I f a=l, the condition Ai is replaced by the condition A*, which requires that A2fix0,t) =fixo+t)+fixo-t)-2fix0)=Oit) as*->0. Finally, / is said to have an approximate derivative at x0, equal to/aj,(x0), if \fixo+t)-fixo)-f'avixo)t\ =oit) as t->0 through a set having zero as a point of density.
Throughout, constants depending only on the parameters of the problem will be denoted by Dk, D, M, C etc. These will not necessarily denote the same constant at each point.
The results we will state were motivated by the main result in [4] which gives the following theorem for the case p = 2.
Theorem
A. The necessary and sufficient condition for f to satisfy the conditions N*, N% (2g/>< co) almost everywhere in a measurable set E is that f satisfy the condition A£ and have an ath derivative in the Lp sense almost everywhere in the set E.
The proof of this theorem follows the proof of the theorem in [4] with p = 2 and a few minor modifications. The results in [4] parallel the results of [3] on differentiability of functions. We are now ready to state the two theorems of this paper.
1. Let f have a lacunary Fourier series and suppose f has an ath derivative at some point x0 (Ogft<a<ft + l). 27zeM/ satisfies the condition A" everywhere.
2. Let F be a function with a lacunary Fourier series. If zZia*+b))n2j< oo then F has a derivative almost everywhere.
The first of these is proved by a method similar to one in [5] which is adapted to higher orders of differentiation by means of Taylor's theorem. The second is a corollary of the main theorem in [3] . It is included here because of some if its corollaries.
2. We start with the proof of Theorem 1. We may assume x0 = 0 and, under the assumption that the polynomial in (3) is identically zero, we have F(x0+t) = F(t)=-R(t) where R(t) = 0(\ t\k+1) as <-K). Let N = Nj = min {«y -»/_i, »y+i -»/}. We can choose an integer p>0 such that N-Kp(k+2)^N+k + l. Let
where This shows that / has k derivatives and that the &th derivative has coefficients which are o(wy^_1) as j-*«>, and hence fk(x) satisfies the condition Ai_^.
We now apply Taylor's theorem with remainder to see that f(x + t) = £/>(*) 4 + R(t)
Since/*(x) satisfies Ai_fl, it follows that/(x) is in Aa because
Finally, suppose that the polynomial in (3) is not identically zero, then we can find a Cq function g which has this polynomial as its Taylor's expansion up to the (& + l)th term at the point x = 0 and with support in (-w, tt). It is easy to see that g has Fourier coefficients which are 0(ff_(*+3)). Let G=F-g and let F be replaced by G in the integral formula (4). Then |ay| is dominated by that integral +0(£"^+1|ay(g)|)
where aj(g) are the Fourier coefficients of g. The integral is 0(«y_w+1)) as before and £ I oj(g) |=o(£«r(*+3)) = 0(ffr(*+1) £ n-2)
Hence | ay| =o(wy_(*+1)). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. To begin the proof of Theorem 2 we note that because of the main result in [3] we only need to show that/satisfies the condition A* and that the integral /•' I A2/(x, 0|2
(5) -;-i-dt < 00 for almost all x.
J-r M3
However, since aj, bj = 0(nf) as j-»=°, it can be shown using the technique of [6, Volume I, page 47] that/ satisfies the condition A*. We show the integral (5) J-, Mi+2* Proof. Let Fix) =/j(x). Assuming (7), we have Fix) has a derivative in the L2 sense and hence an approximate derivative almost everywhere in E. By Corollary 1, F(x) has an ordinary derivative almost everywhere. On the other hand, iff has an ath derivative almost everywhere in E, then F(x) has an ordinary derivative almost everywhere again by Corollary 1. By Theorem 1,/satisfies the condition A" almost everywhere. Hence, by Theorem A, (7) holds almost everywhere.
This corollary extends to the case a>l by applying Taylor's theorem as in Theorem 1.
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